
Walter Daves and Chris Brooks performed traditional tunes for 
students at the African American Heritage Site when the cabin was 
under restoration at the Nature Preserve overlooking Nacoochee 
Valley. Chris, Director of the Folk Pottery Museum and interpreter of 
folk life skills (on banjo) talked about the history of musical instruments 
in African and slave culture. Walter (on fiddle), a member of several 
local musical groups, regularly plays for contra dances in the old 
Nacoochee gym. Their entertaining rendition of the Arkansas Rambler 
was a hit with students and teachers too. 

 
Bean Creek resident and White County school bus driver Andy Allen 
watched as Barry Styles demonstrated blacksmith on a portable forge 
for a visiting class of fifth graders. The craftsman and the students 
made metal hooks, both decorative and utilitarian. 
 
Teacher, Nara Allen embraced the opportunity 
to engage her twenty two students in “hands-
on history” at the Heritage Site using 

experiential education to study slavery in American history. SNCA volunteer Lark 
Hutto encouraged each student to take a turn with the wooden dasher while 
onlookers chanted, “Come Butter, Come!” When it did, Nara displayed and tasted the 

rich yellow butter (no biscuits!) churned by her class.   
 
Valley resident, craftsman, and interpreter Bob Slack 
demonstrated the craft of basket making with white oak splits. Students observed 
Bob splitting (riving) shingles with a froe and maul, and they learned about other 
tools and terms while watching Bob weave the bottom and sides of a split oak 
basket like those used by slaves and early settlers. 
 
During their first visit to the site, students also took turns on a two-man cross cut 
saw, watched shingles being made, and learned about the labor-intensive lives of 

people enslaved in Northeast Georgia. For more information about the African American Heritage Site, now 
located at the Sautee Nacoochee Center, call SNCA at 706.878.3300 or visit www.snca.org. 
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